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Abstract

Many physical phenomena, such as mass transport and heat transfer, are modeled by systems of partial differential equations
with time-varying and nonlinear boundary conditions. Control inputs and disturbances typically affect the system dynamics
at the boundaries and a correct numerical implementation of boundary conditions is therefore crucial. However, numerical
simulations of high-order discretized partial differential equations are often too computationally expensive for real-time and
many-query analysis. For this reason, model complexity reduction is essential. In this paper, it is shown that the classical
reduced basis method is unable to incorporate time-varying and nonlinear boundary conditions. To address this issue, it is
shown that, by using a modified surrogate formulation of the reduced basis ansatz combined with a feedback interconnection
and a input-related term, the effects of the boundary conditions are accurately described in the reduced-order model. The results
are compared with the classical reduced basis method. Unlike the classical method, the modified ansatz incorporates boundary
conditions without generating unphysical results at the boundaries. Moreover, a new approximation of the bound and a new
estimate for the error induced by model reduction are introduced. The effectiveness of the error measures is studied through
simulation case studies and a comparison with existing error bounds and estimates is provided. The proposed approximate
error bound gives a finite bound of the actual error, unlike existing error bounds that grow exponentially over time. Finally,
the proposed error estimate is more accurate than existing error estimates.
c⃝ 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Model order reduction; Error estimate; Boundary conditions; Hyperbolic equations; Local nonlinearities; Single-phase flow

1. Introduction

Simulations of high-fidelity dynamic models, especially for real-time and many-query analyses, entail highly
expensive computations, rendering direct numerical simulation infeasible. To circumvent the so-called curse of
dimensionality in such simulations, model order reduction has been employed in the literature and it is becoming
an essential tool for controller design, multi-query, real-time simulations and model-based optimization [1]. Several
techniques for generating reduced-order models have been proposed such as, e.g., the reduced basis method [2],
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balanced truncation [3], moment matching [1], and interpolation techniques based on input–output behavior such as
IRKA [4]. In particular, the reduced basis method is an efficient approach for dealing with parameterized systems,
where the parameters can be, for instance, the physical parameters of a system, geometry properties or boundary
conditions [5].

The reduced basis method consists of an offline and online phase. In the offline phase, the essence of the
underlying model is extracted by obtaining a, usually small, problem-specific set of basis functions. This can be
carried out by computing the solution to the full-order model for a representative set of parameter values. The
basis functions can be computed by different methods; the most popular ones are proper orthogonal decomposition
(POD) and the greedy algorithm [6,7]. After generating the basis functions, by exploiting the affine dependency
of the full-order model on the varying parameters, a fast, easy-to-compute and reasonably accurate model is built
in order to be used in the online phase. In the online phase, the computationally cheap yet accurate model can be
solved for each new set of parameters with far less computational effort compared to the full-order model.

While the theory of the reduced basis method for a single, parabolic and elliptic partial differential equation
(PDE) has already reached a mature stage [2,8–10], systems of PDEs and single hyperbolic PDEs still present an
open research field [11–14]. For hyperbolic problems, shock-capturing model order reduction techniques such as
the freezing method [12] and shifted-POD [14] are yet far from generic and still require many problem-specific
adaptations and are not considered in this paper.

One critical issue to address in the reduced basis method is the incorporation of the boundary conditions. The
reduced basis method is a powerful method for the case of constant boundary conditions. Due to the global nature
of the basis functions and their independency over time, handling time- or state-dependent boundary conditions can
be challenging [15]. Moreover, dealing with nonlinear and implicit boundary conditions in the reduced-order model
of a system of PDEs is still an open issue [16]. Nonetheless, boundary conditions of any system, either induced by
the physical effects or by a controller, play a crucial role in the system dynamics.

In the reduced-order model, different approaches for dealing with parameterized Dirichlet boundary conditions
have been introduced [16,17]. In addition, the formulation of boundary conditions as a differential algebraic equation
(DAE) has been discussed in [18]. Nevertheless, the correct implementation of boundary conditions of a hyperbolic
system requires the use of characteristic waves [19,20]. The governing equations of these waves include nonlinear
ordinary differential equations (ODEs) [19,21], introducing extra dynamics at the boundaries. This challenges the
construction of reduced-order models. So, the correct implementation of the boundaries in the general case should
be investigated more thoroughly.

Besides problems occurring in nonlinear, time-varying boundary conditions in the reduced basis method, an
easy-to-compute a posteriori error bound (or estimate) is required, firstly, to speed up the basis generation in the
greedy algorithm and, secondly, to assess the accuracy of the reduced solution generated by the reduced basis
method. Numerous works are directed towards deriving a residual-based error bound (or estimate) for parabolic
PDEs [2,7,9,22,23]. The error bounds in the parabolic context are well-developed while very few works have focused
on developing an error bound (or estimate) for hyperbolic PDEs [11,24]. The error bound in [11] is dependent on
the norm of the state matrix; when this norm is larger than one, the error bound grows exponentially over time and
is not useful for assessing the quality of the reduced-order model. The error estimate in [24] is derived by defining a
dual system and building a connection between the norm of the residuals and the error in approximating the states.
Moreover, this method is also based on the norm of the state matrix and this norm should satisfy some constraints.
These constraints are not satisfied in the numerical examples shown in the current paper. So the ultimate problem
is that in many cases for hyperbolic problems, no finite error bound can be constructed using existing approaches.
Therefore, novel approaches for the construction of error bounds and estimates are needed. Hereto, we first propose
a new approximate error bound that does not pertain to the norm of the state matrix. Second, in order to mitigate
the conservativeness of the proposed error bound, a new error estimate is introduced by exploiting this error bound.
The main contributions of the paper are described below.

In this paper, we propose an efficient strategy for dealing with time-varying and nonlinear boundary conditions.
A modified ansatz representation for the reduced basis method, interconnected with a boundary condition solver,
is proposed and tested on a hyperbolic system. This method draws inspiration from methods presented in [25–27]
in the scope of balanced truncation for nonlinear systems. Furthermore, to certify the accuracy of the reduced-
order model, a new approximate error bound is proposed. However, this approximate error bound may still lead to
conservative results. To sharpen the error bound, an error estimate is introduced based on the obtained approximate
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error bound and the simulations in the offline phase, similar to the one presented in [24], however, in a different
norm realization. Two test cases are considered in this paper. First, a linear advection equation containing source
terms with time-varying boundary conditions is investigated. The error bound is applied on this system and we
show that, for a certain class of inputs, the proposed error bound is one of the sharpest possible error bounds.
Second, the linearized isothermal Euler equations with nonlinear, time-varying boundary conditions are considered.
The effect of the boundary conditions on the solution of the reduced-order model is investigated. The isothermal
Euler equations with the utilized boundary conditions are commonly used in the simulation of gas and liquid flows
in pipelines [28] and for hydraulics drilling simulations in single phase cases [26].

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, the general linear PDE together with the applied finite-volume
scheme and the resulting full-order model are explained. In Section 3, the ingredients of the reduced basis method,
the proposed ansatz and the reduced-order model are introduced. In Section 4, the error bound is formulated and
the connection between the error bound and the error estimate is explained. In Section 5, numerical results for an
advection equation with source term and the linearized isothermal Euler equations are presented. Finally, Section 6
closes the paper with some conclusions and perspectives on future work.

2. Problem statement

In this work, the following class of linear PDEs is studied:⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
∂u
∂t

+ J
∂u
∂x

= S(u, t, x; µ),

u(0, x; µ) = u0(x; µ),
u(t, x∂; µ) = u∂ (t; µ),

t ∈ [0, T ], x ∈ [0, L], (1)

where u = u(t, x; µ) is called conservative variable (since this variable should be conserved in each grid cell after
the discretization) at time t and spatial location x for a set of parameters µ ∈ D ⊂ Rb. Here, D is the domain of
varying parameters and b is the number of varying parameters in the system. This system may also contain fixed
parameters that do not vary from one simulation to another in a multi-query context. In addition, J = J (µ) is
the Jacobian of the analytical flux function f (u; µ), i.e., J (µ) = ∂ f /∂u (J should be independent of u such that
the PDE becomes linear), and S(u, t, x; µ) is the source term. Moreover, the final time of the simulation and the
spatial domain length are denoted by T and L , respectively. To analyze the response, an initial condition u0(x; µ)
and a set of boundary conditions u∂ (t; µ) on the boundary points x∂ are required, which will be elaborated upon
in Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 for the specific cases of an advection equation with source term and the linearized
isothermal Euler equations.

Definition 1. The function S(u, t, x; µ) is affine with respect to parameters µ if it can be written as S(u, t, x; µ) =∑
j S j

u (u, t, x) S j
µ(µ), with state-dependent functions S j

u (u, t, x) and parameter-dependent functions S j
µ(µ).

Assumption 1. In (1), J only depends on the parameters µ, not the states. J and S are affine with respect to
parameters. Moreover, the eigenvalues of J are all real and distinct such that the system is hyperbolic. Finally, to
have a linear system, all S j

u in the expansion of Definition 1 are assumed to be a linear function of conservative
variables u.

Linear PDEs as in (1) with properties mentioned in Assumption 1 can be discretized with a linear scheme, which
is described next.

2.1. Discretization using the upwind scheme

First-order Godunov-type schemes together with forward Euler integration numerically solve PDE (1) by
(parameter dependency is not mentioned here for the ease of notation) [29,30]

U n+1
i = U n

i −
∆t
∆x

(
F(U n

i+1, U n
i ) − F(U n

i , U n
i−1)

)
+ ∆t S(U n

i , tn, xi ; µ), (2)

where U n
i , i = 1, . . . , Nδ, n = 0, . . . , Nt − 1, is the average of the conservative variables u over the i th spatial

grid cell at the time instant tn
= n∆t , with Nδ the number of spatial grid cells and Nt the number of time steps.
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Fig. 1. The schematic representation of the full-order nonlinear model Σnl consisting of a feedback interconnection of the linear subsystem
Σlin and a boundary subsystem ΣBC .

Also, ∆t and ∆x denote the temporal and spatial resolution of the discretization. Next, F is the numerical flux
function (discretized counterpart to the analytical flux function f in (1)) that is scheme-dependent. For instance,
for the upwind scheme [29,30], the numerical flux function is given by

F(Ui+1, Ui ) = A+Ui + A−Ui+1, (3)

where A+
= RΛ+ R−1 and A−

= RΛ− R−1 with R matrix composed of the right eigenvectors of the Jacobian
matrix J , and

Λ+
=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
λ1

+ 0 · · · 0

0
. . .

. . .
...

...
. . .

. . . 0
0 · · · 0 λr

+

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , Λ−
=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
λ1

− 0 · · · 0

0
. . .

. . .
...

...
. . .

. . . 0
0 · · · 0 λr

−

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (4)

Here, λk, k = 1, . . . , r are the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix J with r as the dimension of the system (1). For
every k = 1, . . . , r , we denote λ+

k = max(λk, 0) and λ−

k = min(λk, 0). If the Jacobian matrix J is not diagonalizable
(i.e., Assumption 1 is not valid) , other schemes such as the Lax-Friedrichs or Rusanov scheme [31] can be used.

The finite-volume discretization leads to a high-dimensional (though finite-dimensional) model, which will be
referred to as the full-order model. This model is introduced in the upcoming section.

2.2. Full-order model

In many cases, the equations governing the boundary conditions are time-varying, coupled with the state
variables, and/or nonlinear. As a result, the full-order model becomes nonlinear even if the internal dynamic is
linear. As an example, since the system of PDEs of interest as in (1) is linear and the upwind scheme (3) is also
linear, a finite-dimensional linear time-invariant (LTI) system is obtained after discretization. However, substituting
i = 1 and i = Nδ in (2), the conservative variables U n

0 and U n
Nδ+1 are required to compute the solutions. These

variables are the boundary values that can be regarded as inputs to the LTI system that render the entire system
nonlinear. On the other hand, all nonlinearities enter the system at the boundaries. So, it is natural to decompose
the full-order nonlinear model Σnl into a linear subsystem Σlin (representing the discretized PDEs in the internal
domain) and a nonlinear subsystem ΣBC (representing the boundary dynamics). This is schematically depicted in
Fig. 1 and the models Σnl , Σlin and ΣBC are of the form

Σnl :

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Σlin :

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
U n+1

= A(µ)U n
+ B(µ)wn,

yn
= CyU n,

zn
= CzU n,

ΣBC :

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
V n+1

= G(V n, zn, un
c ; µ),

wn
= G(V n, un

c ; µ),

U n
BC = CBC

[
(V n)T (wn)T ]T

.

(5)

Here, the superscript T denotes the transpose operator. As depicted in Fig. 1 and apparent from (5), the linear
subsystem Σlin solves for the states U n . The input to this system comes from boundaries which are governed by
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ΣBC . This subsystem takes auxiliary outputs z from the linear subsystem and the control inputs uc from the user
and then computes the variables w, which represents the input of the linear dynamics. The actual output y of the
system is defined by the user while the auxiliary outputs z are determined based on the interconnection of the two
subsystems. In addition, the boundary solver calculates the conservative variables at the boundary location UBC ,
which will be used in the reduced-order model. Although the boundary values of the conservative variables, UBC , do
not play a role in the full-order model, these help us later in the next section to incorporate the boundary conditions
in the reduced-order model correctly.

To introduce the notation in (5), A(µ) ∈ RNδ×Nδ , B(µ) ∈ RNδ×m , with m the dimension of the inputs w, are
parameter-dependent state and input matrices, U n

∈ RNδ is the vector of state variables of the linear system Σlin at
time step n. For this system to be stable, A(µ) should be a Schur matrix (i.e., all eigenvalues of A(µ) lie in the unit
disc in the complex plane). Moreover, V n is the vector of state variables in the dynamics of the boundary conditions
governed by G, wn

∈ Rm is the input of the linear system Σlin , which is computed by an output function G in
ΣBC . External (control) inputs uc act at the boundaries. Finally, Cy and Cz are the output matrices for the output of
interest yn and auxiliary outputs zn . In general, Σnl in (5) expresses a feedback interconnection between Σlin and
ΣBC . However, in some cases, there is no dynamics occurring at the boundaries and the boundary conditions are
specified explicitly over time; and in some other cases, the boundaries are dynamically coupled with the output zn

as in ΣBC in (5).
Clearly the dimension of Σlin scales with Nδ , which can be extremely large when fine spatial discretization

meshes are used. On the other hand, the dimension of ΣBC is typically of low order compared to Nδ . According to
this observation, we assume that most of the computational time is allocated for solving Σlin rather than ΣBC . This
assumption is crucial to justify the speedup after model order reduction via the interconnection approach. To reduce
the number of equations to be solved in Σlin , a reduction approach will be implemented on the linear subsystem,
while the number of equations in ΣBC is not changed. Moreover, the boundary incorporation in the reduced basis
is another challenge that has to be handled. To deal with the complexity of the linear subsystem of the full-order
model (5) and the boundary incorporation, the model order reduction technique is introduced next.

Assumption 2. A(µ) and B(µ) in the linear subsystem Σlin in (5) are affine with respect to parameters µ. Moreover,
A(µ) is Schur for all µ ∈ D.

Remark 1. Since A(µ) is Schur for all µ ∈ D, Σlin is stable. However, the stability of Σlin does not guarantee
the stability of Σnl .

Remark 2. In this study, only 1D problems are considered. For the 2D and 3D case, the number of equations to
be solved at the boundary is still much lower than for the internal grids. If the boundaries in the higher-dimensional
settings are nonlinear, reduction for simulation is less promising if most of the computational time is allocated in
solving the boundary conditions. One alternative in the 2D and 3D cases would be the reformulation of the system
as partial differential algebraic equations (PDAEs) and reduce the entire system, which is beyond the scope of this
paper. For the reduction of parameter-independent PDAEs based on input–output behavior, refer to [32].

Remark 3. In this study, by using characteristic boundary equations [20,21], boundary dynamics and the internal
dynamics become consistent in the full-order model and no boundary layer appears in the solution.

3. Boundary incorporation within the reduced basis method

The reduced basis method [2,11] targets the reduction of parametrized problems requiring repeated evaluations
or (faster than) real-time simulations, known as many-query and real-time analysis, respectively. This technique
consists of two phases with two different objectives. The first phase is the offline phase, which captures the
most dominant characteristics of the problem based on the solution of the physical full-order model, the so-
called truth solutions, for specific parameter values. At this stage, the dimension Nδ of the full-order space
exploited to find the truth solution is large, leading to expensive and time-consuming simulations. The reduced
basis method approximates this space with an N -dimensional subspace (typically N ≪ Nδ). After finding this
subspace, the required reduced-order operators are defined through Galerkin or Petrov–Galerkin projection onto
this N -dimensional subspace. In the online phase, the reduced-order model is generated, rendering simulations
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faster as N ≪ Nδ [2]. In other words, the online computational cost depends on N , rather than Nδ . This fact has
two advantages. First, the solution in the online phase can be found faster compared to the full-order model, due to
the small dimension of the reduced basis space and, second, the basis functions used for the projection are defined
in the full-order space and allow to express the reduced basis solution in the full-order space as well. The dimension
of the full-order space depends on the number of grid cells of the computational domain and can be increased to
attain more accurate results. Even though increasing the number of grid cells increases the offline cost, it does not
influence the online cost significantly. We note that Assumption 2 enables such offline-online decomposition [2,33].

Numerically, the reduced basis solution of (5) in the finite-dimensional setting collected for all grid cells at time
instant tn is denoted by Û n(µ). The reduced basis solution, Û n , is computed as a linear combination of spatial- and
time-dependent vectors as

Û n(µ) =

N∑
i=1

an
i (µ)φi , (6)

where Φ = {φi , i = 1, . . . , N } is the set of N reduced basis vectors (i.e., reduced basis functions evaluated at the
discrete computational domain). These basis vectors are the dominant modes of specific truth solutions of (5) for
certain values of the parameters µ. The basis vectors φi can be obtained by using the POD-greedy algorithm in the
offline phase [2,22]. The POD approach to generate φi is illustrated in Algorithm 1 and POD-greedy is explained in
Algorithm 2. The dynamics of the generalized coordinates, an

i (µ), can be obtained by Galerkin or Petrov–Galerkin
projection of the problem (5) onto the space Φ.

Algorithm 1: POD algorithm, POD(U, nPOD)

Input: Snapshots U = {U 0, · · · U Nt } ∈ RNδ×Nt , number of basis vectors nPOD
Output: φi ∈ RNδ×nPOD

1 Perform a Singular Value Decomposition on the snapshots, U = M SV ,
2 φi = M(:, 1 : nPOD) are the first nPOD vectors of the left singular vectors M .

Remark 4. If nonlinearities exist or the system is non-affine with respect to parameters, the empirical interpolation
method (EIM) or the discrete empirical interpolation method (DEIM) can be performed on the system to prepare it
for Galerkin or Petrov–Galerkin projection onto the space Φ [9,10,34]. However, nonlinear and non-affine systems
are not studied in this work.

Remark 5. The dyadic product of (6) may not be suitable for problems with shocks. In this study, the boundary
conditions change smoothly and therefore no shock occurs in the system. For systems with shocks, other approaches
such as Shifted-POD [14] or the freezing method [12] should be followed; however, their applicability is still
limited.

3.1. New ansatz formulation

The ansatz formulation (6) cannot capture time-varying boundary conditions [17]. This is attributed to the global
and time-invariant nature of the reduced basis vectors. As an example, POD typically employs basis vectors that
are constant over time. As a result, if the boundary values are constant over time and not parameter dependent, the
boundary conditions are always satisfied. However, when the boundary conditions change over time, the reduced
solution cannot cope with these changes since the coefficients of the basis vectors, an

i , are determined by the internal
dynamics. This is more important when the system has two time-varying boundary conditions at both ends. For
many industrial applications, such as flow inside a pipe [19] and managed pressure drilling (MPD) [26], boundary
conditions are coupled with the state variables and are even nonlinear. Since external (control) inputs of such
systems also usually act at the boundaries, correct implementation of the boundaries in the reduced-order model is
crucial.
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Fig. 2. The schematic representation of handling boundary conditions in the reduced-order model in (9).

To handle the time dependency and nonlinearities associated with the boundaries, the dyadic form of the reduced
basis ansatz (6) is changed to

Û n(µ) = UB(Û n
BC ) +

N∑
i=1

an
i (µ)φi , (7a)

UB(Û n
BC )
⏐⏐⏐
x∂

= Û n
BC , (7b)

φi |x∂
= 0, (7c)

where Û n
BC is the reduced solution at specified locations x∂ on the boundary and UB(Û n

BC ) is a vector (a function
evaluated at the discrete computational domain) that enables the reduced basis solution Û n to satisfy the boundary
conditions. In other words, the vector UB encodes the exact satisfaction of only the boundary conditions at the
reduced level as in (7b) (it can be an interpolation inside the internal domain). Then, (7c) states that φi should
vanish at the location of the specified boundary conditions.

The logic behind choosing UB is problem-specific and some examples are given in Section 5. In general, we
propose to choose UB by considering a linear interpolation between the boundaries x∂ of the system (1).

One requirement for the correct incorporation of the boundary conditions is that the basis vectors in (7) should
vanish at the boundaries (see (7c)). In order to satisfy this requirement, the snapshots for applying the POD are
modified. Instead of applying the POD to the snapshots of the solution U n(µ), the POD is applied to the set of
modified snapshots U n∗(µ) defined as below,

U n∗(µ) = U n(µ) − UB(U n
BC ), (8)

where U n
BC is the truth solution at the boundaries. The modified snapshots U n∗(µ) vanish at the location of the

specified boundaries, enforcing the POD to generate basis vectors that are zero at these boundaries.
The methodology to obtain the reduced-order model with the modified ansatz (7a) at the discrete level is

illustrated next.

3.2. Reduced-order model by Galerkin projection

As mentioned earlier, we focus on linear PDEs as in (1), discretized with linear schemes such as the upwind
scheme (3). By doing so, on the one hand, the equations governing the internal domain form an LTI system and thus
the dimension of the equations can be reduced by the reduced basis method. On the other hand, the dynamics of the
boundary conditions are time-variant, nonlinear, and act locally. As the correct implementation of the boundaries is
uncompromisable, the number of equations in ΣBC in (5) are not reduced. This method shares some features with
the method introduced in [25–27] in the balanced truncation setting and in [18] in the finite-element setting.

The linear subsystem Σlin in (5) can be reduced to another linear system Σ̂lin of lower order by the reduced
basis method, but the local and finite boundary equations ΣBC remain full-order. Generally speaking, the local
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nonlinearities of the boundary conditions are hard-coded in this approach. To provide some insights on this
technique, the schematic view of the method is shown in Fig. 2. This figure illustrates that auxiliary outputs,
ẑn

= CzÛ n , that are necessary for computing the outputs of ΣBC , wn and Û n
BC (see also Fig. 1), are provided via

a feedback interconnection. Then, the outputs from ΣBC are fed into the reduced linear system Σ̂lin to incorporate
the effect of the boundary conditions.

To obtain the reduced-order model corresponding to the full-order model (5), we drop the parameter dependency
on µ for notational simplicity. The parameter dependency can be included straightforwardly using the affine property
of the system, as explained in [11]. After finding the reduced basis space Φ ∈ RNδ×N , the Galerkin projection can
be executed. After the projection, the states of the reduced system Σ̂lin are the generalized coordinates an

i . Following
the explanation above regarding the reduction strategy and considering (7) and the orthogonality of Φ, we obtain
the reduced-order system as follows:

Σ̂nl :

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Σ̂lin :

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
an+1

= Âaan
+ B̂ŵn

+ ÂBCU n
B − ΦT U n+1

B ,

Û n
= U n

B + Φan,

ŷn
= CyÛ n,

ẑn
= CzÛ n,

ΣBC :

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

V̂ n+1
= G(V̂ n, ẑn, un

c ),

ŵn
= G(V̂ n, un

c ),

Û n
BC = CBC

[
(V̂ n)

T
(ŵn)T

]T
,

U n
B = UB(Û n

BC ),

(9)

where Âa = ΦT AΦ, ÂBC = ΦT A, B̂ = ΦT B, a = [a1, . . . , aN ]T . The second equation in Σ̂lin in (9) is the ansatz
(7a). For an example of UB , see (35) in Section 5.1.2 for the linear isothermal Euler equations. In (9), Âa ∈ RN×N

and B̂ ∈ RN×m are both of low dimension. Recall that N is the number of basis vectors with N ≪ Nδ and m is
the dimension of wn . The initial condition of the system is a0

= ΦT U 0 where U 0 is the initial condition of the
original system. However, some dependencies on the actual degree of freedom Nδ still exist in (9) due to ÂBC , ΦT

and UB . Resolving this issue is problem-specific, which is illustrated in Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 for two test cases.

Remark 6. In the reduced-order model, an inconsistency between the solution at the internal domain and the
solution at the boundaries appears when Galerkin projection is applied (see Section 5.2). To resolve this, the effect
of boundary conditions is subtracted from the internal domain and added later on by an input-related term to avoid
boundary layers. One can also reformulate the problem with the boundary condition as a DAE problem. Note that
in the current study, the boundary conditions are dynamic and not characterized by mere algebraic constraints. In
a way, this type of decomposition preserves the DAE structure, but its numerical solution is derived based on the
interconnection approach presented here. In addition, this also preserves the differentiation index of the DAE. If the
full DAE is reduced, then the dynamics at the boundary might also change and inconsistencies might still appear.
Here, only the differential part of the DAE is reduced and the boundary related part is retained in the exact form.
Moreover, the numerical solution of the DAEs is hard to obtain as the problem might become stiff. These reasons
have motivated us to pursue the decomposition approach.

Remark 7. System (9) still depends on the dimension of the full-order model due to the lifting in the second
equation of Σ̂lin . This lifting can be incorporated in the output equations as ŷn

= CyU n
B + CyΦan (similar for ẑn)

and precomputing CyΦ (CzΦ) for use in the online phase.

In the next section, the bound and estimate for the error induced by replacing the full-order model with the
reduced-order model are discussed.

4. Error bound and estimate for the reduced-order model

In order to certify the accuracy of the reduced basis solution and to accelerate the offline phase by appropriate
snapshot selection, an error bound (or estimate) has to be provided. In this study, we are interested in a reduced-order
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model that provides an accurate prediction of the output y (to be specified by the user of the reduction approach)
of the full-order nonlinear model. To derive a bound for the output of a system, the concept of the ℓ2-gain of the
system is exploited.

Definition 2 ([35]). The stable system Σlin as in (5) has a bounded ℓ2-gain of less than γ from input w to output
y if

∞∑
n=0

yn
2

≤ γ 2
∞∑

n=0

wn
2

, (10)

for all trajectories of Σlin with zero initial condition and where ∥·∥ is the Euclidean norm. We will use the shorthand
notation ∥y∥ℓ2

≤ γ ∥w∥ℓ2
, where ∥y∥ℓ2

=

√∑
∞

n=0 ∥yn∥2.

Definition 2 implies that for a bounded input with respect to the ℓ2-norm, the output is also bounded with
respect to the same norm. In other words, γ in the inequality (10) can be interpreted as a bound on the ratio
between the energies of output and input. This kind of inequality can be defined for any input–output pair of the
system. If the system is LTI and asymptotically stable, as we assume to be the case for Σlin in (5) for all µ ∈ D
(Assumption 2), it can be proved that the ℓ2-gain of a linear system equates to the H∞-norm of the system [36]
for which computationally efficient tools are available [37,38]. As the final system before applying the Galerkin
projection should be cast into a linear model with respect to the states, the concept of ℓ2-gain is also applicable in
the reduced basis context. Here, we aim to exploit this notion to derive an error bound for substituting the full-order
nonlinear model (5) with the reduced-order nonlinear model (9). For developing such an error bound, the dynamics
that govern this error is required, which is the topic of Section 4.1. Then, we introduce an expensive yet accurate
error bound in Section 4.2.2. As we are interested in easy-to-compute and cheap error estimates, a fast error estimate
is introduced based on the error bound in Section 4.3.

4.1. Error dynamics

Recall that Û n is the result computed by the reduced basis method from (9). As this variable satisfies the reduced-
order model, and not exactly the full-order model (5), by substituting Û n into (5), a residual denoted by Rn

∈ RNδ ,
at each time step, appears in the formulation of the full-order dynamics

Σnl :

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Σlin :

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
Û n+1

= A(µ)Û n
+ B(µ)ŵn

+ Rn,

ŷn
= CyÛ n,

ẑn
= CzÛ n,

ΣBC :

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
V̂ n+1

= G(V̂ n, ẑn, un
c ; µ),

ŵn
= G(V̂ n, un

c ; µ),

Û n
BC = CBC

[
(V̂ n)

T
(ŵn)T

]T
.

(11)

It should be noted that the dynamics of the boundary conditions ΣBC are fully preserved and no residual appears
in their dynamics. By defining the reduction error by en

= U n
− Û n , the error dynamics can be obtained by using

(11) and (5):

Σ e
nl :

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Σ e
lin :

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
en+1

= A(µ)en
+ B(µ)en

w − Rn,

en
y = Cyen,

en
z = Czen,

Σ e
BC :

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
en+1

V = G(V n, zn, un
c ; µ) − G(V̂ n, ẑn, un

c ; µ),

en
w = G(V n, un

c ; µ) − G(V̂ n, un
c ; µ),

en
UBC

= CBC
[
(en

V )T (en
w)T ]T

,

(12)

where other output errors are denoted as e(·) = (·)− ˆ(·) and V n
= en

V +V̂ n . Thus, the error dynamics generally contain
two inputs. One input is en

w, which affects the error dynamics if the boundary values are not estimated perfectly.
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Fig. 3. The schematic representation of the error dynamics (12) consisting of a feedback interconnection of the linear and nonlinear part.

Although the boundary dynamics are exactly preserved, due to the fact that boundary values are determined together
with an approximation of the linear model, the boundary values are not exact either, which gives an error en

w. The
other input of the error dynamics is the residual Rn , which contributes to the error due to the inaccuracy of Û n

in approximating U n . Fig. 3 explains the interconnection within (12). Next, bounds on the output error of the
interconnected system (12) are introduced.

4.2. ℓ2 and ℓ∞ error bounds

As the error dynamics have the dimension of the full-order model, it cannot be used for efficiently determining
the error and, therefore, bounds on the output of the error dynamics should be set. For systems with state-dependent
boundary conditions, we propose the ℓ2 error bound and for systems with boundary conditions explicitly stated over
time, we propose the ℓ∞ error bound as below.

4.2.1. ℓ2 error bound
To impose a bound on the output ey as in (12) by the ℓ2-gain theory, we note that Assumption 2 implies the

existence of gains γ eyew and γ eyR such thatey


ℓ2
≤ γ eyew∥ew∥ℓ2

+ γ eyR∥Rs∥ℓ2
, (13)

where γ yu is the H∞-norm (ℓ2-gain) of the system from input u to output y and Rs is the two-norm of the residual
over the spatial domain at each time instant, i.e., Rn

s = ∥Rn∥.
One ingredient for the calculation of the bound is the ℓ2-norm of the error induced at the boundaries, ∥ew∥ℓ2

.
This norm can be bounded by the Lipschitz constant of the nonlinear function governing the boundary. For instance
in (12), we have:

en
w = G(V n, un

c ) − G(V̂ n, un
c ),en

w

 ≤ LG
en

V

 H⇒ ∥ew∥ℓ2
≤ LG ∥eV ∥ℓ2

,
(14)

where LG is the global Lipschitz constant of the nonlinear function G(V n, ·) with respect to its first argument.

Remark 8. For some cases, the function G(V n, ·) might not be globally Lipschitz. Then, a local Lipschitz constant
can be employed. In this study, we approximate such local Lipschitz constant by

LG ≈ max
n

(⏐⏐⏐⏐ ∂G∂V
|V =V̂ n

⏐⏐⏐⏐) , (15)

which becomes more accurate if the solutions of the full-order and reduced-order systems are closer. The
computation of ∥eV ∥ℓ2

in (14) is dependent on its governing dynamics G, which will be explained in one of the test
cases in Appendix. The assumption of reduced and full solution being close to each other becomes more realistic
when the number of basis vectors increases. For a low number of basis vectors, this assumption is not accurate and
(13) (combined with (15)) cannot be a true bound on the error. When the number of basis vectors is low, a possible
alternative is to restrict the solution domain. Then, during the offline phase, the local Lipschitz constant over this
restricted solution manifold can be approximated based on (14) and the available actual error (see Remark 11). In
this approach, potentially larger discrepancies between the solutions of the full-order and reduced-order systems are
always allowed at the expense of higher LG .
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Finally, the last ingredient for computing the error bound is ∥Rn∥ and consequently ∥Rs∥ℓ2
. This computation

should also scale with N in the online phase to make the error bound computationally feasible. To analyze this,
rearranging the first equation in (11) and dropping the parameter dependency yields:

Rn
= Û n+1

− (AÛ n
+ Bŵn). (16)

By using the ansatz Û n
= Φan

+ U n
B and multiplying the above equation with its transpose, we obtain

Rn2
= Rn T Rn

= an+1T
ΦT Φan+1

+ an+1T
ΦT U n+1

B + U n+1
B

T
Φ an+1T

+ U n+1
B

T
U n+1

B

−

(
an+1T

ΦT AΦan
+ an+1T

ΦT AU n
B + an+1T

ΦT Bŵn
)

−

(
U n+1

B
T

AΦ an
+ U n+1

B
T

AU n
B + U n+1

B
T

B ŵn

)

− an T ΦT AT Φan+1
− an T ΦT AT U n+1

B +

(
an T ΦT AT AΦan

+ an T ΦT AT AU n
B + an T ΦT AT Bŵn

)
− U n

B
T AT Φ an+1

− U n
B

T AT U n+1
B +

(
U n

B
T AT AΦ an

+ U n
B

T AT AU n
B + U n

B
T AT B ŵn

)
− (ŵn)T BT Φan+1

− (ŵn)T BT U n+1
B +

(
(ŵn)T BT AΦan

+ (ŵn)T BT AU n
B + (ŵn)T BT Bŵn

)
.

(17)

Most operators in the above equation such as ΦT AT AΦ ∈ RN×N can be computed offline and used in the online
phase for fast computation of the norm of the residual. The efficient computation of the terms in the dashed boxes
will be explained in Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 as we define UB for each test case separately. For more information,
refer to [11]. As the two-norm of the residual over the spatial domain, Rs , can be computed cheaply in the reduced
basis context, its ℓ2-norm over time is also cheaply computable.

4.2.2. ℓ∞ error bound
For a single PDE with time-dependent (not state-dependent) boundary conditions, we have the value of wn for

all time instants. Therefore, the inclusion of ΣBC is not required and we have en
w = 0 for all n. In this case, the

error dynamic reduces to

Σ e
lin :

{
en+1

= A(µ)en
− Rn,

en
y = Cyen.

(18)

Based on the error dynamics (18), the ℓ2 error bound (13) for these types of systems is as follows:ey


ℓ2
≤ γ eyR∥Rs∥ℓ2

, (19)

and the error bound can be compared with an error bound constructed by using the notion of input-to-state-stability
(ISS) [35], which leads to a bound point-wise in (discretized) time. By solving (18) recursively over time for a
given parameter µ, the error at each time instant is given by

en+1
= A(µ){n+1}e0

−

n∑
i=0

A(µ){n−i}Ri , (20)

where the notation A{n} is used to indicate the nth power of the matrix A, i.e.,

A{n}
= A × A × · · · A  

n times

. (21)

The use of (20) leads to a bound on the norm of the error asen+1
 ≤ κI SS :=

A(µ){n+1}


2

e0
+

n∑
i=0

A(µ){n−i−1}


2 R
i
s, (22)

where ∥A∥2 is the two-norm of matrix A. The ISS-like bound (22), although expensive to compute due to calculation
of A(µ){i} and the corresponding norms, is the sharpest possible error bound with the available information. The
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norm of the matrix should be calculated at each time step and this renders the usage of this bound computationally
unattractive. However, this bound is a good reference measure for the performance of other error bounds. Instead,
the error bound in (13) requires the norm calculation only once, i.e., much less computation than the bound (22).
However, there are also two drawbacks of the error bound (13). First, calculation of H∞-norms, even though only
needed once, is expensive, and second, this error bound may be conservative. For resolving these two issues, an
error estimate based on the error bound (13) is developed, as presented in the next section.

4.3. Error estimate for the reduced-order model

To resolve the problem of the expensive calculation of the H∞-norm in the online phase, as needed in the ℓ2
error bound (13), all required H∞−norms, γ eyew and γ eyR, are computed and stored offline for all parameters in
the discrete parameter domain Dh ⊂ D. These norms correspond to the ℓ2-gain from different inputs to the output
of Σlin that are present in (13) for all µ ∈ Dh . Here, as only the norms corresponding to the members of Dh are
saved, memory demands are not increased. Then, in the online phase, for any new parameter that does not lie in Dh ,
the closest element in Dh (in the Euclidean sense) is found and the norm of that parameter in Dh is used instead
of the norm of the original parameter used in the online phase. If the distance from many parameter sets are the
same, the one with the higher H∞-norm is chosen.

Remark 9. Since the H∞-norms are not computed exactly, but rather computed approximately based on the discrete
parameter domain, the expression (13) is not mathematically a bound and would be an approximation of the error
bound. Henceforth, wherever we mention an error bound, we mean an approximation of the error bound.

For resolving the problem of conservativeness, a similar approach to the one in [24] but in a different norm
realization is used. Specifically, the bound (13) is adapted to the estimateey


ℓ2

≤ κey := ρ̄γ eyew∥ew∥ℓ2
+ ρ̄γ eyR∥Rs∥ℓ2

, (23)

where ρ̄ is the so-called transition factor that provides a measure of the average conservativeness of the bound (13).
In particular, ρ̄ can be computed after defining

ρ̄
f

i = max
n

√∑n
j=1

e j
y
(
µ∗

i

)2

γ eyew

√∑n
j=1

ei
w

(
µ∗

i

)2
+ γ eyR

√∑n
j=1

(
R j

s
(
µ∗

i

))2
, (24)

where ey is the actual error computed in the offline phase for a parameter set µ∗

i as in (12). The parameter µ∗

i
is the parameter selected during the greedy algorithm in the i th stage of the greedy algorithm in offline phase,
i = 1, . . . , N . The denominator of (24) is motivated by (13).

There are two alternatives for calculating ρ̄. The first one is that we choose the last entry of ρ̄ f as the transition
factor,

ρ̄ = ρ̄
f
N . (25)

The second one is

ρ̄ = max(ρ̄ f
i ), (26)

By embedding these transition factors into error estimates, the offline and online algorithms in the reduced basis
method are illustrated in Algorithms 2 and 3. Other definitions of ρ̄ f can be straightforwardly tested, such as
computing (24) only at the last time instant, which is a good option when the total error after the simulation
horizon is interesting for the user. In this study, the options in (25) and (26) are tested. Obviously, using (26) leads
to more conservative error estimates than (25).

In the next section, the effectiveness of the proposed error bound and estimate is tested in numerical case studies.

Remark 10. To enable the computation of the reduced solution and the corresponding error estimate, the following
items should be stored in the offline phase and used in the online phase:
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Algorithm 2: OFFLINE: Basis vector generation using POD-greedy
Input: Dh, µ0, ϵ

Output: Φ, ρ̄, γ eyew , γ eyR ∀µ ∈ Dh

1 , Compute the required H∞-norms that appear in (13) for all µ ∈ Dh ,
2 Initialization: i = 1, µ∗

1 = µ0,Φ = [ ], ρ̄ = [ ], κey (µ∗) = 2ϵ

3 while κey (µ∗) > ϵ do
4 Compute the truth solution by the parameter set µ∗

i as in (5), SFV

(
µ∗

i

)
= {U n

(
µ∗

i

)
}

Nt
n=0,

5 Ū
(
µ∗

i

)
= SFV

(
µ∗

i

)
− ΦΦT SFV

(
µ∗

i

)
,

6 ϕi = POD(Ū
(
µ∗

i

)
, 1) as in Algorithm 1,

7 Enrich reduced basis space, Φ = [Φ, ϕi ], where ϕi is the first POD mode of Ū
(
µ∗

i

)
,

8 For all members (or the last entry) of µ∗, solve (9) to compute SRB

(
µ∗

i

)
= {Û n

(
µ∗

i

)
}

Nt
n=1,

9 Set ey

(
µ∗

i

)
= Cy

(
SFV

(
µ∗

i

)
− SRB

(
µ∗

i

))
and compute the denominator of (24) at each time instant,

10 Compute ρ̄ f j as in (24) for j = 1, · · · , i,
11 Run the greedy algorithm for all µ ∈ Dh and find µ∗

i+1 = arg max
µ∈Dh

κey (µ), calculated by Eq. (23) (the

error indicator here, κey , can be replaced by the actual error or any other error indicator),
12 i = i + 1,

13 Compute the projected matrices of the reduced-order model.

Algorithm 3: ONLINE: Reduced basis solution by Galerkin projection
Input: µo for online simulation, the required H∞-norms for all µ ∈ Dh , the reduced basis space Φ, ρ̄,

projected matrices of the reduced-order model.
Output: Û (µo), κey

1 Find µ̄o
= arg min

µ∈Dh
∥µ − µo∥,

2 Combine the projected matrices considering affine property of the system (5) to obtain the low-order
dynamics in (9),

3 for n = 1 : Nt , do
4 Compute the RB generalized coordinates, an(µo) based on the reduced-order model (9),
5 Compute the RB solution Û n(µo) via (7),
6 Compute the norm of the residual Rn

s as in (17),
7 Compute the error estimator via Eq. (23) by using γ yu(µ̄o) and Rn

s ,
8 n = n + 1,

• the parameter-independent operators obtained after the Galerkin projection, which are of the dimension of the
reduced space,

• the ℓ2-gains from different inputs to different outputs for all µ ∈ Dh .

The gains in the second item are scalar constants and require only little memory to be stored.

5. Numerical case studies

In this section, first the PDE models are introduced and the associated adaptations are discussed. Then, the
reduced basis solution with the classical and the proposed ansatz (Eqs. (6) and (7)) are compared. Finally, the error
bounds and estimates are applied on the discretized systems and the results are compared.
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5.1. Case studies

As mentioned earlier, two well-known examples of models of the form (1) are an advection equation with a
source term and the linearized isothermal Euler equations, which are discussed below.

5.1.1. Advection equation with a source term
We consider the following advection equation:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

∂u
∂t

+ c
∂u
∂x

= u,

u(0, x; µ) = µ1,

u(t, 0; µ) = µ2(t),

t ∈ [0, T ], x ∈ [0, L], (27)

where u = u(t, x; µ) ∈ R is the scalar conservative variable (e.g. heat or pressure), c is the transport velocity
of the conservative variable ( f (u) = cu, J = c, as in (1)) and µ2(0) = µ1. To be able to numerically solve
this equation, an initial condition µ1 ∈ R (initial condition is constant over the spatial domain) and a time-varying
boundary condition µ2(t) ∈ R are defined. In this test case, x∂ = 0 as in (1) and we consider the varying parameters
µ := (µ1, µ2, c, L) ∈ D ⊂ R4. The other parameters in the system are fixed.

Within this test case, the boundary condition is just a function of time, and no dynamics occur at the boundary.
Therefore, the full-order model (5) simplifies to:

Σlin :

{
U n+1

= A(µ)U n
+ B(µ)wn,

yn
= CyU n.

(28)

To take into account the time-varying boundary conditions, the vector UB in (7) should be defined. For this test
case, there is only one boundary condition in the left side of the spatial domain at x∂ = 0, thus:

UB(U n
BC ) = UB(U n

|x∂=0) = µ2(t)1, (29)

where 1 is a vector of ones of dimension Nδ . By doing so, the vector UB encodes the boundary condition and
therefore Û as in (7) correctly simulates the effects of the boundary. Hence, no dynamics occur at the boundary
conditions as the boundary values are specified explicitly over time. Therefore, ΣBC is omitted from (9) and this
system reduces to

Σ̂lin :

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
an+1

= Âaan
+ B̂ŵn

+ Â∗

BCµn
2 − B̂∗

BCµn+1
2 ,

Û n
= 1µn

2 + Φan,

ŷn
= CyÛ n,

(30)

where Â∗

BC = ΦT A1 and B̂∗

BC = ΦT 1 are both in RN . Now, the dynamics in (30) is completely independent of
Nδ and offline-online decomposition is achieved thanks to the linearity and affine property of the full-order model
(28) (Assumption 2). The error dynamics then is of the form (18) and the ℓ2 error bound reads as (19). Therefore,
in Algorithm 2 for this test case, we only need to calculate γ eyR for all parameters within Dh (recall that the error
dynamics (18) is parameter dependent). In addition, by the definition of U n

B = 1µn
2 , the terms in the dashed box in

the residual calculation (17) can be computed cheaply. For instance,

U n
B

T AT AΦ = µn
21T AT AΦ ∈ RN ,

is computed without being dependent on the size of the full-order system Nδ . Therefore, the online residual
calculation does not depend on the dimension of the full-order model.

This test case can assess the quality of the ℓ2 error bound by comparison against the ISS-like bound (22). After
promising performance of the approximate error bound (19) on this test case, the more general approximate error
bound (13) is applied to the linearized isothermal Euler equations where the effect of the local nonlinearities plays
a crucial role.
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Fig. 4. Pipe configuration for the Euler equations.

5.1.2. Isothermal Euler equations
To mathematically describe a single-phase flow inside a pipe, the isothermal Euler equations encompassing mass

and momentum conservation laws are used [18]. This system of PDEs is described as⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
∂ρ

∂t
+

∂

∂x
(ρv) = 0,

∂

∂t
(ρv) + c2

l
∂ρ

∂x
= ρg sin θ − 32

ζ

d2

ρv

ρ0
,

(31)

where ρ = ρ(t, x; µ) and v = v(t, x; µ) are the density and velocity of the fluid, respectively. Also, cl is the
speed of sound in the liquid medium, ρ0 is the reference density around which the equation of state of the fluid is
linearized, g is the gravitational acceleration, θ is the inclination of the pipe with respect to the horizontal direction,
ζ is the viscosity of the fluid and d is the diameter of the pipe.

To compare it with (1), denote u = [ρ ρv]T , f = [ρv ρc2
l ]T and

S =

[
0 ρg sin θ − 32

ζ

d2

ρv

ρ0

]T

, J =

[
0 1
c2

l 0

]
. (32)

Henceforth, wherever the Euler equations are mentioned, we refer to system (31) unless otherwise noted.
Boundary conditions are selected to enable the simulation towards industrial applications such as MPD [26] and

pipeline networks [18]. In this regard, for the left boundary conditions (at x∂ = 0), a liquid pump is assigned as

qp = Apvp, (33)

where qp is the volumetric flow rate of the pump, Ap is the discharge area of the pump, and vp is the liquid velocity
at the pump. For the right boundary condition (at x∂ = L), a choke manifold is located which is governed by the
equation

qc = Kczc

√
2
ρc

(pc − patm), (34)

where qc, Kc, zc, ρc, pc and patm are the volumetric flow rate through the choke, the choke constant, the choke
opening, the density at the choke inlet at the pipe side, the pressure at the choke inlet at the pipe side and the
atmospheric pressure, respectively. This test case can be visualized as in Fig. 4 with x∂ = {0, L}.

However, to numerically solve the coupled system (31), the values for both ρ and ρv at each boundary are
required while there is only one static relation at each boundary. For instance, at the left boundary condition, by
assigning qp, we know v at the boundary and ρ is unknown. In order to resolve this issue and render the dynamics
at the boundary consistent with the internal dynamics, the characteristic-based boundary equations as in [19,21] are
unified with the static relations (33) and (34). These characteristic-based equations define G in (5).

In this test case, µ := (ρ0, θ, cl , d, ν, q, L) ∈ D ⊂ R7. Other remaining parameters, such as Kc, are fixed from
one simulation to another. Finally, for numerical simulations, the initial condition of this system for any given
parameter setting is the corresponding steady-state solution of the system. Then, by changing the control inputs uc

(qp and zc in this test case), the dynamics of the system are excited.
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To incorporate boundary conditions for the linear isothermal Euler equation (31), we take

U n
B(Û n

BC ) =

(
1 −

X
L

)
Û n

BC |x∂=0 +
X
L

Û n
BC |x∂=L , (35)

where Û n
BC |x∂=0 and Û n

BC |x∂=L , respectively, are the left and the right boundary values of the conservative variables
(corresponding to U n

BC in (5)) computed by the solution of the reduced-order model and X ∈ RNδ is a vector
containing the location of the grid cells. The logic behind choosing a linear function for incorporating the boundary
conditions inside the domain originates from the steady-state solution of (31). In steady state, momentum is constant
along the spatial domain, and due to the high value of the speed of sound, density varies almost linearly with respect
to the spatial domain (this can be seen numerically in Section 5.2). In this way, the reduced basis approximation
can capture the steady-state solution with a better accuracy compared to the situation where the classical ansatz
(6) is used. Similar to the advection equation, by the definition of U n

B , the residual (17) can be calculated cheaply.
To include the effect of U n

B in the reduced-order model and the detailed analysis for the error bound and estimate,
refer to Appendix.

5.1.3. Parameters for the numerical experiments
The numerical results are divided into two parts. In the first part, the effect of changing the ansatz is tested by

comparing the use of (6) and (7) for both the advection and the Euler equations. It is shown that the proposed
ansatz (7) with the interconnection shown in Fig. 2 is capable of incorporating the time-varying and nonlinear
boundary conditions in the advection and Euler equations while the reduced solution with the ansatz (6) generates
discontinuity at the boundary locations. The simulation speedups in the online phase compared to the full-order
solution are also reported without considering computations of the residuals, the error bound and estimate; it means
that in Algorithm 3, lines 1, 6 and 7 are not included in the cpu time. In the second part, the performance of
the error bound and estimate is analyzed. The error bound is compared with the error bound introduced in [11]
(denoted by HO in the figures). For the advection equation, it is numerically confirmed, by comparing the results
with the ISS-like bound (22), that the proposed error bound is one of the sharpest possible error bound on systems
reaching steady state with constant inputs. This is due to the fact that the H∞-norms of Σlin occur at zero frequency.
Moreover, the error estimate of [24] (denoted by Dual in the figures) is compared with the proposed error estimate.
In the following, the simulation parameters for both test cases are introduced.

Advection equation with the source term
The simulation parameters for the advection equation (27) along with the properties of the parameter domain are

listed in Table 1, where the minimum and maximum value for each parameter are specified. The discrete parameter
domain Dh is composed of 81 equidistant members in the parameter domain D (each parameter contains three
equally distributed values in its region. In other words, Dh is a grid of 81 equidistant points in D.). In the last row
of Table 1, the set of parameters selected for the online simulation µo is reported, which does not lie in the discrete
parameter domain. The number of spatial grid cells are Nδ = 500, the time horizon T is 10 s and time steps are
changed in a way such that at each simulation c∆t/∆x = 0.9 (this is the so-called CFL number determining the
stability of the full-order model [21]). For the boundary conditions, we take

µ2(t) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
µ1, 0 ≤ t ≤ 2,

µBC , 2 < t ≤ 4,

0, 4 < t ≤ 6,
µBC

2
, 6 < t ≤ 10.

(36)

Linearized isothermal Euler equations
For the Euler equations (31), the test case is shown in Fig. 4. The first two rows of Table 2 indicate the range of

variation of the varying parameters and the third row shows the values used in the online phase, µo. The discrete
parameter domain Dh contains 128 members equally distributed in the parameter domain D (each parameter contains
two equally distributed values in its region). Fixed parameters for the Euler equations are listed in Table 3.

The full-order model contains 500 spatial grid cells, Nδ = 500, with the time horizon T = 25 s and time steps
chosen such that at each simulation the CFL number is 0.99, i.e., cl∆t/∆x = 0.99. The the boundary conditions
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Table 1
Variation range of the varying parameters in the advection equation.

Parameter c [m/s] L [m] µBC µ1

Minimum 50 100 1 0
Maximum 100 200 5 2
Online µo 85 125 4 1.5

Table 2
Variation range of the varying parameters in the Euler equations.

Parameter ρ0 [kg/m3] θ cl [m/s] d [m] ζ [Pa s] q [m3/s] L [m]

Minimum 800 60 1000 0.2 0.004 0.01 800
Maximum 1200 90 1500 0.5 0.04 0.05 1200
Online µo 1000 72 1250 0.35 0.02 0.03 1000

Table 3
Fixed parameters for the Euler equations.

Parameter g [m/s2] patm [Pa] Kc

Value 9.81 105 0.00285

are taken as

qp(t) =

{
q 0 ≤ t ≤ 3

0.2q 3 < t ≤ 25 , zc(t) =

{
1 0 ≤ t ≤ 1

0.1 1 < t ≤ 25 . (37)

Finally, it should be mentioned that in the simulation related to the Euler equations, the same number of basis
vectors for density ρ and momentum ρv is used.

5.2. Illustration of the proposed ansatz formulation

In this section, the effect of the ansatz modification on the correct implementation of the boundary conditions is
investigated.

Advection equation with the source term
The result of the reduced basis method with and without changing the ansatz at different time instants are

compared in Figs. 5 and 6. These figures compare the results of (27) solved by the finite-volume method (denoted
by FV), the reduced basis method with the classical ansatz (6) (denoted by RB) and the reduced basis method of
(27) with the proposed ansatz (7) (denoted by RB-ansatz) for a varying number of basis vectors, namely 10 and
30 basis vectors, respectively. The space of basis vectors in this section is not enriched with the initial conditions.
As is apparent from the figures, the boundary condition (at x∂ = 0) is not implemented correctly even by using
10 basis vectors with ansatz (6). This can be visually confirmed in the figures by the mismatch at the boundary
at x∂ = 0. This mismatch is due to the fact that the number of degrees of freedom to simultaneously satisfy
the boundary conditions and the internal domain is not sufficient. In other words, in this case, the reduced basis
compromises between the accuracy of the solution in the internal domain and the correct implementation of the
boundaries. However, for the reduced basis with the ansatz (7), the boundary conditions are always implemented
correctly, regardless of the number of basis vectors.

Moreover, the initial condition is captured more accurately with the ansatz (7). This means that the initial energy
of the system is also captured better. It should be noted that the drawback in capturing the initial condition in the
classical ansatz (6) can be resolved by enriching the space of the basis vectors with the initial condition.

To compare the speedups in the online phase and the full-order solution, see Table 4. As mentioned previously,
computations of the error bound (estimate) are not included in the speedup calculation. In the online phase, the state
for the entire domain is calculated to compare the solutions in the entire domain, which scales with the degrees
of freedom of the original model and decreases the speedups. The other reason for the moderate speedups is the
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Fig. 5. Incorporation of the boundaries by using 10 basis vectors for the advection equation; comparison of the finite-volume (FV) solution
and the reduced basis method with (7) (RB-ansatz) and (6) (RB).

Fig. 6. Incorporation of the boundaries by using 30 basis vectors for the advection equation; comparison of the finite-volume (FV) solution
and the reduced basis method with (7) (RB-ansatz) and (6) (RB).

Table 4
Speedup factors for the reduced basis method for the advection equation.

N 1 10 20 30 40 50

Speedup 16.8 8.2 7.9 6.2 5.5 5.3

1D type of problems considered in this paper, where the expected speedups are modest. The hyperbolicity of the
advection equation can also be noted as another reason for moderate speedups.
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Fig. 7. Incorporation of the boundaries by using 10 basis vectors for the Euler equations; comparison of the finite-volume (FV) solution
and the reduced basis method with (7) (RB-ansatz) and (6) (RB).

Fig. 8. Incorporation of the boundaries by using 30 basis vectors for the Euler equations; comparison of the finite-volume (FV) solution
and the reduced basis method with (7) (RB-ansatz) and (6) (RB).

Linearized isothermal Euler equations
Analogously, the result of the reduced basis method with the ansatz (6) and (7) at different time instants are

compared in Figs. 7 and 8 for the linearized isothermal Euler equations. The velocity of the liquid v is depicted in
these figures when using 10 and 30 basis vectors.

Similar to the advection equation case study, the boundary condition treatment is not perfect with the classical
ansatz (6) as mismatches at the two boundaries (at x∂ = 0 and x∂ = L) are present. Similar to the result for
the advection equation, initial conditions, initial mass and initial energy of the system are captured better with the
ansatz (7) compared to the ansatz (6).

To compare the speedups, refer to Table 5.
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Table 5
Speedup factors for the reduced basis method for the Euler equations.

N 1 10 20 30 40 50

Speedup 18.8 11.4 11.2 8.3 7.7 7.5

The relatively modest speedup factors can be attributed to the fact that, at each time step, a nonlinear function
should be solved to compute the boundary conditions both for the full-order and the reduced-order model, which
dominates the cpu time of both simulations. Similar to the advection equation, the full state is reconstructed in the
online phase to compare the solutions in the entire domain, whose computation scales with the degrees of freedom
of the original model and reduces the speedup. Hyperlic nature of the Euler equations is another reason of moderate
speedup values.

All in all, the ansatz (7) captures the effect of the boundary conditions better than the classical one (6), leading
to a correct incorporation of the control inputs at the boundaries.

5.3. Performance of the error bound and estimate

In this section, the proposed error bound and estimate are compared with the actual error and also existing error
bounds [11] and estimates [24] in the ℓ2-norm. First, the results are presented for the advection equation with source
term and, second, for the linearized isothermal Euler equations. The variables that are shown in the figures of this
section are computed as

En
act =

1
√

n

√ n∑
i=1

ei
y

2
, (38a)

En
H =

1
√

n

(
γ eyew

√ n∑
i=1

ei
w

2
+ γ eyR

√ i=n∑
i=1

(Ri
s)2
)

, (38b)

En
I SS =

1
√

n

√ n∑
i=1

(κ i
I SS)2, (38c)

where Eact , EH and EI SS are the indicators used for the actual error, the proposed error bound and ISS-like error
bound. For the error bound and estimate introduced in [11,24] (HO and Dual in the following figures, respectively),
a similar approach to (38c) is followed to compute the variables shown in the figures of this section; instead of
κI SS , the bound in those papers are used.

Advection equation with source term
In order to make a fair comparison between the proposed error bound in (19), which is a bound on the output

error ey , and the ISS-like bound in (22), which is a bound on the state error e, all states are considered as the output,
i.e., Cy = INδ×Nδ

where I is the identity matrix. To have a zero error at the initial time and justify using the ℓ2-gain
notion (10), the space of basis vectors is enriched by the modified initial conditions, which is computed similarly
to (8) with t = 0. The error bound comparisons are depicted in Fig. 9. Obviously, the ISS-like bound is always
the sharpest bound. On the one hand, the computation of the ISS-like bound is expensive due to the computation
of the norms in (22) at each time step. On the other hand, the bound (19) is cheaper to compute as it calculates
the H∞-norms only once and also it is closer to the ISS-like bound compared to the HO bound after the initial
transient. The proposed bound, unlike the HO bound, remains bounded for increasing time. Therefore, the proposed
bound in this paper is one of the sharpest possible error bounds for steady-state certification. The jumps visible in
Figs. 9 and 10 in the error bounds and estimates are due to the fact that at these time instants the boundary values
change drastically and therefore the residual changes significantly.

The comparison of the error estimates is depicted in Fig. 10, revealing that the estimate (23) is very close to the
actual error by selecting either option regarding ρ̄. In this figure, the option of ρ̄ as in (25) is shown by ‘H∞-last’
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the error bounds, En
act (‘Actual’), EH (‘H∞’), EI SS (‘ISS’) and ‘HO’, for the online parameter set; advection equation.

Fig. 10. Comparison of the error estimates, En
act (‘Actual’), ‘Dual’, ρ̄ × EH (ρ̄ as in (26) denoted by ‘H∞’ and as in (25) denoted by

‘H∞-last’) for the online parameter set; advection equation.

and ρ̄ as in (26) is shown by ‘H∞’. Clearly, both error estimates proposed here outperform the one proposed in [24]
in the ℓ2-norm realization. Moreover, ‘H∞-last’ provides a sharper estimate than ‘H∞’ (as expected). However, it
was observed that sometimes the estimate ‘H∞-last’ underestimates the actual error. Nevertheless, it is always close
to the actual error within a narrow band. For ρ̄ as in (26), the error estimate never underestimated the actual error.
It should be noted that the dual error introduced in [24] may perform better in other norms.

The dependency of the actual error and the error bounds and estimates as a function of the number of basis
vectors is shown in Fig. 11, where ‘ℓ2’ is the bound computed by (38b) at n = Nt . This figure compares the
maximum estimated error among the members in the discrete parameter domain during the greedy algorithm. The
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Fig. 11. Comparison of the maximum of error bounds and estimates computed for all members of the parameter domain during the greedy
algorithm; advection equation.

Table 6
Percentage of the CPU time allocated to the computation of the error estimate during
the online phase of the reduced-order model, the advection equation.

N 1 10 20 30 40 50

Ratio 44% 75% 74% 72% 71% 70%

Table 7
Percentage of the CPU time allocated to the computation of the error estimate during
the online phase of the reduced-order model, the Euler equations.

N 1 10 20 30 40 50

Ratio 82% 71% 70% 70% 69% 69%

proposed error estimate with ρ̄ as in (25) always approximates the maximum error in the parameter domain with
high accuracy while the performance of the error estimate with ρ̄ as in (26) and the error estimate in [24] are
more conservative. Table 6 reports on the percentage of the online calculation devoted to the calculation of the
error estimate when varying the number of basis vectors. This table numerically confirms that the computational
cost required for the online error bound computation is slightly larger than the one for the computation of the
reduced-order solution due to the residual calculation. However, as shown before, the computations related to the
residual calculation are independent of the dimension of the full-order model Nδ .

Linearized isothermal Euler equations
For this test case, as we can only approximate the Lipschitz constant of the nonlinear functions, no error bound

is introduced. The detailed analysis of the error estimation computation can be found in Appendix. Here, the
pressure at the last grid cell, the grid cell before the choke manifold, is selected as the output. The comparison
of the error estimates with the actual error is presented in Fig. 12. Moreover, Fig. 13 compares the maximum
estimated error among the members of the discrete parameter domain during the greedy algorithm. Similar to the
advection equation, the error indicator in Algorithm 2 is controlled by different approaches proposed and introduced
in this paper. The proposed error estimate in this paper works effectively and always predicts the error with a good
accuracy. Compared to the error estimate in [24], the estimation of the actual error has improved significantly in
the ℓ2-norm. Although this estimate is very effective, its applicability region is limited, which has been discussed
at the end of Appendix of this paper. The percentage of the CPU time allocated to calculate the error estimate in
the online phase by varying N is listed in Table 7. Similar to the advection equation, calculation of the residual
takes a significant percentage of the CPU time. The high ratio at the very low number of basis vectors relates to the
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Fig. 12. Comparison of the error estimates, En
act (‘Actual’), ‘Dual’, ρ̄ × EH (ρ̄ as in (26) denoted by ‘H∞’ and as in (25) denoted by

‘H∞-last’) for the online parameter set; Euler equations.

Fig. 13. Comparison of the maximum of error estimates computed for all members of the parameter domain during the greedy algorithm;
Euler equations.

very fast solution of the reduced-order model while the computation of the Lipschitz constants do not scale with
the number of basis vectors.

5.4. Discussion

To conclude, as apparent from the results presented in this section, the ansatz (7) is capable of incorporating
the boundary conditions effectively, both for the advection and the Euler equations. In addition, the proposed error
bound (19) is very close to the ISS-like bound (22) in the advection equation and significantly computationally
more attractive than the ISS-like bound (22). Finally, the computationally efficient error estimate (23) is sharp and
able to predict the actual error with a reasonable accuracy.
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6. Conclusion and future work

In this paper, the reduced basis method is applied to systems with time-varying and nonlinear boundary
conditions. By changing the ansatz of the reduced basis, these types of boundary conditions are handled properly
while mismatches and discontinuities are observed at the boundaries with the classical ansatz.

Moreover, a new residual-based error bound and estimate are proposed. Given the accessible information in
the reduced basis context (the spatial two-norm of the residual at each time instant), this error bound is sharp in
steady-state for a special class of systems; systems for which inputs are constant. To mitigate the conservativeness of
the error bound, an accurate error estimate is introduced. The error estimate outperforms the existing error estimates
in ℓ2-norm realization.

For future work, the application of the approach on real applications such as a managed pressure drilling systems
will be investigated. The interconnection approach of handling local nonlinearities at the boundaries will be extended
to local nonlinearities inside the domain. The extension of the error bound and estimate for nonlinear systems is
also being investigated.
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Appendix. An error estimate for the linearized isothermal Euler equations

In Section 5.1.1, the procedure for the computation of the error bound and error estimate for the advection
equation (27) was elaborated. This equation consists of a linear system with time-varying boundary conditions. In
this section, the procedure for computing the error estimate for the Euler equations (31) is illustrated. This test
case is also an internally linear system but with time-varying, nonlinearly state-dependent boundary conditions.
The pump boundary located at x∂ = 0 and the choke boundary at x∂ = L lead to nonlinear time-varying boundary
conditions. Both of the boundary conditions are coupled with the states of the system. As the Lipschitz constant
for the local nonlinearity at x∂ = L is not exactly known and has to be estimated, the error bound is not a true
upper bound and is somehow an estimate of the upper bound. Due to this fact, we just propose an error estimate
for this test case. The entire procedure for the error estimation computation is detailed below.

Following the same idea for advection equation, we can derive the error dynamics for the Euler equations.
Pursuing the same steps explained in Section 4.1, the following error dynamics is obtained:

Σnl :

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Σ e
lin :

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
en+1
ρ = A11en

ρ + A12en
m + B1en

V1
+ F1en

W2
− Rn

ρ,

en+1
m = A21en

ρ + A22en
m + B2en

V1
+ F2en

W2
− Rn

m,

en
y = Cy[eT

ρ eT
m]T ,

ez = [en
ρ1

en
ρNδ

en
m1

en
m Nδ

]T
= Cz[eT

ρ eT
m]T ,

Σ e
BC :

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

x∂ = 0 :

{
en+1

V2
= α1en

V2
+ α2en

ρ1
+ α3en

m1
,

en
V1

= Qnen
V2

,

x∂ = L :

{
en+1

W1
= β1en

W1
+ β2en

ρNδ
+ β3en

m Nδ
,

en
W2

= h(W n+1
1 , zn

c ) − h(Ŵ n+1
1 , zn

c ),
en

UBC
= CBC [(en

V )T (en
w)T ]T .

(A.1)

Here, ρ is a vector of averaged densities within the grid cells, and m = ρv is momentum. Next, Vi and Wi , i ∈ {1, 2},
are the expressions emerging from the finite-volume discretization necessary for solving the boundary conditions.
It should be noted that W n

1 = en
W1

+ Ŵ n
1 . Moreover, e(·) = (·) − ˆ(·) is the difference between the full-order and

reduced-order solution. The variable Qn represents the time variation related to the pump boundary condition (33)
and the function h(·, ·) encompasses the effect of the nonlinear choke boundary condition (34).

In addition, αi and βi , i ∈ {1, 2, 3} are some constants and Ai j , Bi and Fi , i, j ∈ {1, 2} are matrices generated as
the result of the finite-volume discretization. R(·) is the residual attributed to the equation solving for the variable (·).
The nonlinearities and time variation associated with the boundary conditions does not fit into the LTI representation
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of the system. Then, by the interconnection in Fig. 3, the effects of the boundaries are included in the system as
auxiliary inputs. To make a connection between (A.1) and (12), set

e =

[
eρ

em

]
, A =

[
A11 A12

A21 A22

]
, B =

[
B1 F1

B2 F2

]
, w =

[
V1

W2

]
,

V =

[
V2

W1

]
, G =

[
α1V n

2 + α2ρ
n
1 + α3mn

1

β1W n
1 + β2ρ

n
Nδ

+ β3mn
Nδ

]
,G =

[
Qn V n

2

h
(
W n

1 , zn
c

)] .

(A.2)

Finally, Cz and CBC in (A.1) are selected to generate the required auxiliary outputs and Cy is defined by the user
to yield the output of interest. Here, the pressure at the choke is chosen as the output. A good indicator for the
pressure is density, therefore Cy =

[
0Nδ−1, 1, 0Nδ

]
, where 0Nδ

∈ R1×Nδ is a vector of zeros.
Considering the following state of vectors and rewriting the whole error dynamics (A.1), we have⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

ē =
[
eV2 eT

ρ eT
m eW1

]T
,

ēn+1
= Āēn

+ BRRn
+ B̄V1en

V1
+ B̄W2en

W2
,

ēn
y = C̄y ēn,

(A.3)

with

Ā =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
α1 α2 E1 α3 E1 0
0 A11 A12 0
0 A21 A22 0
0 β2 EN β3 EN β1

⎤⎥⎥⎦ ,BR =

⎡⎣ 0
−I2Nδ×2Nδ

0

⎤⎦ , B̄V1 =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
0
B1
B2
0

⎤⎥⎥⎦ , B̄W2 =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
0
F1
F2
0

⎤⎥⎥⎦ ,R =

[
Rρ

Rm

]
, (A.4)

where 0 is a zero vector with appropriate dimension and E1 = [1 0 · · · 0], EN = [0 · · · 0 1] ∈ RNδ . The nonlinear
part then includes only the static function G as in (A.2).

Relying on the same idea of (13) and decomposing the inputs of the linear system into eV1 and eW2 , the error
bound for (A.3) is obtained asēy


ℓ2

≤ γ ēyR∥Rs∥ℓ2
+ γ ēy V1

eV1


ℓ2

+ γ ēy W2
eW2


ℓ2

. (A.5)

If we can compute the right-hand side of (A.5), we can use (23) to compute the error estimate. To this end, we
need the following relations (note that Qn is a scalar),en

V1

 ≤
⏐⏐Qn

⏐⏐ en
V2

 →
eV1


ℓ2

≤ ∥Q∥ℓ∞

eV2


ℓ2

,en
W2

 ≤ ηW2W1

en
W1

 →
eW2


ℓ2

≤ ηW2W1

eW1


ℓ2

,
(A.6)

where ηW2W1 is the local Lipschitz constant of the nonlinear function h(·, ·) with respect to its first argument, which
is defined similar to (15). As mentioned earlier, due to this approximation of the Lipschitz constant, we do not
calculate any error bound for the Euler equations and only calculate an error estimate.

Remark 11. An empirical alternative (which is not tested in this paper) for computing the Lipschitz constant can
be provided due to the fact that we have the truth solution in the offline phase. In the offline phase, for the set of
parameters µ∗, ηW2W1 can be found. One can use the Lipschitz constant either for the last selected set of parameters
or the maximum Lipschitz constant for all the previously selected set of parameters.

For the sake of notation, henceforth, we set η :=
ηW2W1


ℓ∞

and Q := ∥Q∥ℓ∞
. Thus, we have:eW1


ℓ2

≤ γ W1R ∥Rs∥ℓ2
+ γ W1W2

eW2


ℓ2

+ γ W1V1
eV1


ℓ2

,eW2


ℓ2

≤ ηγ W1R ∥Rs∥ℓ2
+ ηγ W1W2

eW2


ℓ2

+ ηγ W1V1
eV1


ℓ2

.
(A.7)

Then,eW2


ℓ2

≤
η

1 − ηγ W1W2

(
γ W1R ∥Rs∥ℓ2

+ γ W1V1
eV1


ℓ2

)
. (A.8)
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Similarly, for eV1 , we haveeV1


ℓ2

≤
Q

1 − Qγ V2V1

(
γ V2R ∥Rs∥ℓ2

+ γ V2W2
eW2


ℓ2

)
. (A.9)

Finally, by inserting (A.8) into (A.9), we geteV1


ℓ2

(
1 − σ1σ2γ

V2W2γ W1V1
)

≤ σ1
(
γ V2R + σ2γ

V2W2γ W1R
)
∥Rs∥ℓ2

, (A.10)

where

σ1 =
Q

1 − Qγ V2V1
,

σ2 =
η

1 − ηγ W1W2
.

(A.11)

For using this bound, these norms in Algorithm 2 should be calculated: γ ēyR, γ ēy V1 , γ ēy W2 , γ W1R, γ W1W2 , γ W1V1 ,
γ V2R, γ V2W2 . Due the special structure of the model and also parameter settings, in all simulations we observe that
σ1 ≈ 1 and γ V2W2γ W1V1 ≈ 1. Then, the conservativeness and applicability of the error estimate are highly dependent
on σ2 and hence on η and, consequently, on the choke operating condition. By having the upper bound on

eV1


ℓ2

,
the upper bounds on

eW2


ℓ2

and then
ēy


ℓ2

are computable by subsequently using (A.9) and (A.8) into (A.5). It
should be noted that for using the error estimate, the condition

1 − σ1σ2γ
V2W2γ W1V1 > 0, (A.12)

should hold, which depends on the system and boundary condition properties such as pump and choke character-
istics; otherwise, the error estimate cannot be used (by applicability we mean that the condition (A.12) should be
satisfied on the solution manifold). This condition originates from the small-gain condition on the interconnection
of the system dynamics with the boundary dynamics [25], see Fig. 3.

To resolve this issue, we propose to use a hybrid error estimate; meaning that at those regions that the proposed
error estimate does not exist due to violating the small-gain condition, we can switch to the error estimate presented
in [24]. In the test cases of this paper, the condition (A.12) was always satisfied and this hybrid method has not
been used. Other approaches will be investigated in future works.
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